Setting Up Your Sag Indicator (Meet Your New Travel Companion)

1. Insert the supplied zip tie into your Sag Indicator, making sure the head of the zip tie is facing outward.

2. Place the Sag Indicator above the bottom collar of the shock body.
   - Tightly pull zip tie tail until indicator is tightly secured to shock before cutting excess.
   - Cut excess zip tie.

3. The Sag Indicator will rotate around the shock body if it is properly installed. Use your Suspension Set Up Guide (provided separately) to ensure proper sag.

4. You will know you’ve achieved proper sag when the rubber gasket aligns perfectly with the red line on the Sag Indicator (A).

You MUST rotate the Sag Indicator to the bottom of the shock body before riding! (B) Otherwise you risk breaking and losing the Sag Indicator.